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“The most original piece of travel writing about the Antarctic region I have read in years . . .

Bradfield is a literary tour guide in the best sense.” —Elizabeth Leane, author of Antarctica in

Fiction: Imaginative Narratives of the Far SouthA poet and a naturalist, Elizabeth Bradfield

documents and examines her work as a guide on ships in Antarctica through poetry, prose,

and photographs, offering an incisive insider’s vision that challenges traditional tropes of The

Last Continent.Inspired by haibun, a stylistic form of Japanese poetry invented by seventeenth-

century poet Matsuo Basho to chronicle his journeys in remote Japan, Bradfield uses

photographs, compressed prose, and short poems to examine our relationship to remoteness,

discovery, expertise, awe, labor, temporary societies, “pure” landscapes, and tourism’s service

economy. Antarctica was the focus of Bradfield’s Approaching Ice, written before she had set

foot on the continent; now Toward Antarctica furthers her investigation with boots on the

ground. A complicated love letter, Toward Antarctica offers a unique view of one of the world’s

most iconic wild places.Like having a poet’s behind-the-scenes tour of a natural history

museum . . . the exquisite landscape and wildlife come into vivid view; so does the gutsy work

and responsibility of being a naturalist guide.” —Alison Hawthorne Deming, author of

Zoologies: On Animals and the Human Spirit

Reading Elizabeth Bradfield’s Toward Antarctica is like having a poet’s behind-the-scenes tour

of a natural history museum. Through her expert eyes, the exquisite landscape and wildlife

come into vivid view; so does the gutsy work and responsibility of being a naturalist guide.

Inspired by Japanese haibun form, the book pairs the lyric intensity of poetry with the

fragmented, staccato prose of a mind trying to keep track of the flood of experience. Bradfield’s

gorgeous photographs add yet another dimension of aesthetic experience. Her work is a

resonant exploration of bringing art and science together to sing a mindful duet.—Alison

Hawthorne Deming, author of Zoologies: On Animals and the Human Spirit and Stairway to

Heaven; Chair of Environment and Social Justice at the University of Arizona, founder of the

Field Studies in Writing ProgramToward Antarctica is a travelogue, a meditation, a photo-essay,

a documentary poem, an ode, and an elegy. It is a work of eco- and cultural criticism, personal

essay, history, and photojournalism. Like the poem-prose hybrid haibun form, which provides

the structural basis for this book, Toward Antarctica moves between different genres and

literary forms, challenging our notion of what a travel narrative can and should be. The best

writers understand that all works of literature are hybrids at heart, and Elizabeth Bradfield

pushes the limits of what we imagine poetry can do, capturing her time in Antarctica in lush, yet

always tightly controlled images that throb with musical life. With a photographer’s eye and a

naturalist’s sense of the world, Bradfield shows us life in Antarctica to be a strange, magical,

occasionally lethal mixture of the human and the animal, a place that exists as much in our

romantic imaginations as it does in the world itself, an environment that continues to evade our

comprehension even as it remains subject to our human impact. Bradfield’s epic poem-memoir

shows us that Antarctica is the continent to which we are ever traveling, upon whose shores we

never truly arrive.—Paisley Rekdal, author of Imaginary Vessels and Intimate: An American

Family Photo AlbumSo many of us hunger for Antarctica. For its promise of something so

notably new to our experience, pristine. Though very little is wholly pristine on this planet, very

little is free of our “fantastic, greasy hope.” It seems fitting that in her deep and thoughtful



journey to the site of so many voyagers’ ambitions Elizabeth Bradfield would turn to the form

Bash�Ð found so useful for his own Narrow Road to the Interior. A naturalist, poet, and

photographer, Bradfield is as keen-eyed about the continent and its surrounding islands as she

is about the souls counted present on the ship that takes them there. This balance between

expansive views and focused clarity make reading Toward Antarctica almost as good as sailing

there ourselves.—Camille T. Dungy, author of Trophic Cascade and editor of Black Nature:

Four Centuries of African American Nature PoetryModern expedition ships sail south to

Antarctica every year, carrying continent-baggers and bucket-listers who drink a toast to

Shackleton, pat themselves on the back, and heroically claim, “We made it!” It takes a poet,

and a darn good one, “to at once be there and to not even come close.” This is Elizabeth

Bradfield writing to the truth in what she calls, “crepuscular moments of poetry . . . Here on this

unbridled ocean. Here on this world unto itself.” Having been to Antarctica many times, and

studied its literature, I found this book an artful standout from the crowd, one garnished with

reflection and rust, humor and humility, sincerity, and respect.—Kim Heacox, author of

Antarctica: The Last Continent, Jimmy Bluefeather, and The Only KayakToward Antarctica is

the most original piece of travel writing about the Antarctic region I have read in years,

combining the emotional honesty, immediacy, and telegraphic brevity of the diary with the

literary control and imagistic precision of a fine poet. Through both her photographs and her

writing, Bradfield challenges the clichés of the conventional Antarctic journey narrative while

conveying a profound appreciation of the region’s natural environment and human history. Well-

informed but uninterested in asserting priority or authority, lyrical but never overblown,

Bradfield is a literary tour guide in the best sense.—Elizabeth Leane, Antarctic scholar and

literary critic, author of Antarctica in Fiction: Imaginative Narratives of the Far SouthHer most

recent book, Toward Antarctica, is a buoyant and nuanced collection that rewards the reader

who stands at its bow and pays attention.—Christine Byl for Women's Review of BooksI

enjoyed Elizabeth Bradfield's words and images from the Big White. Hers is an unusual

approach, and one that is to be welcomed in the still small canon of artistic responses to the

Antarctic—particularly by women. I wholeheartedly recommend this special book.—Sara

Wheeler, author of Terra Incognita and The Magnetic North"...an insider’s love letter to one of

the world’s most iconic wild places, and I found it unique, moving and brilliantly informative."—

Marjorie Lewis-Jones, "Thanks to Bradfield’s diverse skills as poet, photographer, and

naturalist, we gain unique vantage to the elusive continent as she gives us not just an

adventure epic but a revealing, complex meditation, a portrait of the “lost continent” that is

elegiac, wide-ranging, and intimate."—Holly J. Hughes, Featured poem in "In circling feeling,

and in naming the longed-for world from so many angles, Bradfield offers us a way into the full,

messy richness of our hunger to belong."—Tess Taylor, "...Elizabeth Bradfield’s Toward

Antarctica (Boreal Books, 2019) also belongs in the hands of anyone still seeking a renewed

appreciation for the grandeur of the natural world."—Emma Winters,--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorWriter/naturalist Elizabeth Bradfield is the author of the

poetry collections Once Removed, Approaching Ice, Interpretive Work, and Toward Antarctica.

Her poems and essays have appeared in The New Yorker, West Branch, Poetry, The Atlantic

Monthly, Orion and elsewhere. Winner of the Audre Lorde Prize from the Publishing Triangle,

finalist for a Lambda Literary Award, and the James Laughlin Award from the Academy of

American Poets, her awards also include a Stegner Fellowship, a Bread Loaf Scholarship, and

a residency at the Vermont Studio Center. Bradfield grew up in Tacoma, Washington, attended

the University of Oregon, graduated from the University of Washington, and received her MFA

from the University of Alaska, Anchorage. Founder and editor-in-chief of Broadsided Press and



a contributing editor at the Alaska Quarterly Review, she lives on Cape Cod with her partner,

works as a naturalist/guide locally as well as on expedition ships around the globe, and is

Associate Professor and co-director of creative writing at Brandeis University.--This text refers

to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Emperor

Penguins at Snow Hill IslandAll week, emails flung to satellites, slung down, ship to sky to ship

—Seen here. For once, the Weddell open to latitude, day scheduled ours, conditions clear and

calm. Approached pack. All eyes on deck, binos keeping distance less distant. Who spots

them? H? E? Not me. Then almost too easy, too plaintall hunch at ice-edgeno, no brilliance at

throat, beakcloser, brilliantThinking of Cherry, his first by winter’s moonlight & aurora. Don’t go

in for offered coffee, biscuits, spiked cocoa. Or to shout home (if reception, if time on the

purchased card) this historic. Emperor penguins! Sea ice bumps to horizon. Last year’s

shuffling tabulars trapped in old pack. Connected, apart. Why are we here? Decadence.

Delight. Desire. A tourist ship discovered this colony just ten years ago. Discovered. Could have

been us. Could have.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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PRAISE FORToward AntarcticaSo many of us hunger for Antarctica. For its promise of

something so notably new to our experience, pristine. Though very little is wholly pristine on

this planet, very little is free of our “fantastic, greasy hope.” It seems fitting that in her deep and

thoughtful journey to the site of so many voyagers’ ambitions Elizabeth Bradfield would turn to

the form Bash�Ð found so useful for his own Narrow Road to the Interior. A naturalist, poet, and

photographer, Bradfield is as keen-eyed about the continent and its surrounding islands as she

is about the souls counted present on the ship that takes them there. This balance between

expansive views and focused clarity makes reading Toward Antarctica almost as good as

sailing there ourselves.—CAMILLE T. DUNGY, author of Trophic Cascade and editor of Black

Nature: Four Centuries of African American Nature PoetryModern expedition ships sail south

to Antarctica every year, carrying continent-baggers and bucket-listers who drink a toast to

Shackleton, pat themselves on the back, and heroically claim, “We made it!” It takes a poet,

and a darn good one, “to at once be there and to not even come close.” This is Elizabeth

Bradfield writing to the truth in what she calls, “crepuscular moments of poetry . . . Here on this

unbridled ocean. Here on this world unto itself.” Having been to Antarctica many times and

studied its literature, I found this book an artful standout from the crowd, one garnished with

reflection and rust, humor and humility, sincerity, and respect.—KIM HEACOX, author of

Antarctica: The Last Continent, Jimmy Bluefeather, and The Only KayakReading Elizabeth

Bradfield’s Toward Antarctica is like having a poet’s behind-the-scenes tour of a natural history

museum. Through her expert eyes, the exquisite landscape and wildlife come into vivid view;

so does the gutsy work and responsibility of being a naturalist guide. Inspired by the Japanese

haibun form, the book pairs the lyric intensity of poetry with the fragmented, staccato prose of

a mind trying to keep track of the flood of experience. Bradfield’s gorgeous photographs add

yet another dimension of aesthetic experience. Her work is a resonant exploration of bringing

art and science together to sing a mindful duet.—ALISON HAWTHORNE DEMING, author of

Zoologies: On Animals and the Human Spirit and Stairway to Heaven; Chair of Environment

and Social Justice at the University of Arizona, founder of the Field Studies in Writing ProgramI

enjoyed Elizabeth Bradfield’s words and images from the Big White. Hers is an unusual

approach, and one that is to be welcomed in the still small canon of artistic responses to the

Antarctic—particularly by women. I wholeheartedly recommend this special book.—SARA

WHEELER, author of Terra Incognita and The Magnetic NorthToward Antarctica is a

travelogue, a meditation, a photo-essay, a documentary poem, an ode, and an elegy. It is a

work of eco- and cultural criticism, personal essay, history, and photojournalism. Like the poem-

prose hybrid haibun form, which provides the structural basis for this book, Toward Antarctica

moves between different genres and literary forms, challenging our notion of what a travel

narrative can and should be. The best writers understand that all works of literature are hybrids

at heart, and Elizabeth Bradfield pushes the limits of what we imagine poetry can do, capturing

her time in Antarctica in lush yet always tightly controlled images that throb with musical life.

With a photographer’s eye and a naturalist’s sense of the world, Bradfield shows us life in

Antarctica to be a strange, magical, occasionally lethal mixture of the human and the animal, a

place that exists as much in our romantic imaginations as it does in the world itself, an

environment that continues to evade our comprehension even as it remains subject to our

human impact. Bradfield’s epic poem-memoir shows us that Antarctica is the continent to which

we are ever traveling, upon whose shores we never truly arrive.—PAISLEY REKDAL, author of

Imaginary Vessels and Intimate: An American Family Photo AlbumToward Antarctica is the



most original piece of travel writing about the Antarctic region I have read in years, combining

the emotional honesty, immediacy, and telegraphic brevity of the diary with the literary control

and imagistic precision of a fine poet. Through both her photographs and her writing, Bradfield

challenges the clichés of the conventional Antarctic journey narrative while conveying a

profound appreciation of the region’s natural environment and human history. Well-informed but

uninterested in asserting priority or authority, lyrical but never overblown, Bradfield is a literary

tour guide in the best sense.—ELIZABETH LEANE, Antarctic scholar and literary critic, author

of Antarctica in Fiction: Imaginative Narratives of the Far South
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KALI LIGHTFOOT, “Polar Journey. I’ve read books about polar exploration since I was a

teenager — Scott, Peary, Amundsen, multiple books about the Shackleton expedition, and

more recent accounts by Helen Thayer, Gretchen Legler, Sara Wheeler — but never a book

like this. A poet’s journey, a naturalist’s journey, a woman’s journey. It’s beautifully written using

short poems and haibun, a poetic form invented by Basho for journeys, and the words are

accompanied by stunning photographs. A wonderful read and great for gifts! Highly

recommended.Reading Progress”

Janette, “Unique hybrid book. This book is a hybrid work of mostly poetry blended with

naturalism, scientific inquiry, memoir, and photography. It is a beautiful love letter to Antarctica.”

drinking tea with mittens on, “journey. a beautifully produced book, be sure to read this without
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any preconceived notions. let the words take you where they head. ah, yes, a journey without

destination is important.”

Kara W., “Wonder, awe and humor. This is not your typical book about Antarctica. Nor is it your

typical volume of poetry. Liz manages to take the very strange small culture that belongs to

Antarctic naturalists guides, and weaves words together to make the reader feel the

profoundness of Antarctic landscapes, the joy of encountering wildlife, and the humor and

madness of guide work. Absolutely brilliant!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Toward Anartica. This book is quite wonderful. An amalgam of deep

insight into the natural world and poetry. I first sat down to read it thinking I would read it all at

once since it's a slender volume , but I realized quickly I needed time to reflect between one

passage and the next. I've recommended this book to everyone I know.”

Trevor R. Spradlin, “A Beautiful Lesson in Biology, Ecology, Natural History, Conservation, and

Human History. “Toward Antarctica” by Elizabeth Bradfield is much more than a collection of

poems about the natural wonders at the remote edge of the world – it’s a tribute to the

continent from the heart and soul of a truly gifted writer and naturalist who brings her readers

on an epic journey of discovery in the footsteps of pioneering explorers from long ago. She has

beautifully mastered the art of combining poetry, history, science, and storytelling, and while

reading her prose, it’s easy for one to imagine they can taste the salty air, feel the chill from the

winds, and hear the haunting sounds from the animals she encountered. Through her writing,

Elizabeth simultaneously teaches important lessons in biology, ecology, natural history,

conservation, and human history that are inspirational, provide cautionary tales about human

impacts on the environment, and ultimately give us hope that our precious planet can be

resilient if we allow it to be…”

Deborah Minsky, “Unique Read!. I loved this book! For someone fairly certain that I will never

make this particular journey, Elizabeth Bradfield's "Toward Antarctica" provides a valuable

addition to my knowledge base and delights my senses at the same time. "Travelogue" does

not do it justice: the reader learns so much about the details of Antarctica, the daily grind of

being a naturalist on a tourist boat, and the essence of her personality at the same time. The

photographs are unforgettable, as is the beauty of her writing: phrases like "fog-lost'" "shore-

bustle", "fjord-milk", and-my favorite: a gust off a glacier that "slaps my shoulder like a stupid

cousin.".  An unforgettable book, to be read again and again.”

Theresa, “More than a place. A beautiful book written by a beautiful woman who has a gift for

writing in a unique and natural style. It is full of knowledge, emotion,photographs and heart.

She captures your soul with nature and lives through each page.”

DLW, “Evocative review through prose poetry and pictures of the White Continent. Elizabeth

just has a way of bringing you along for the adventure. This book approaches it from the

viewpoint of a naturalist working with an expeditionary cruise ship. She returns those of us

fortunate enough to have been on the ground in the Antarctic to the memories that make us

wish to return. She also touches on the behind the scenes aspects of working that many of us

remained unaware. Every traveller should appreciate this unique and engaging review. Loved it

and recommended it to everyone we know who are likely to travel south. This book is a gem!”



The book by Elizabeth Bradfield has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 24 people have provided feedback.
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